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Purpose: The purpose of this study was to develop a database for 
estimating organ dose in a voxelized patient model for coronary angiography 
and brain perfusion CT acquisitions with any spectra and angular tube current 
modulation setting. The database enables organ dose estimation for existing 
and novel acquisition techniques without requiring Monte Carlo simulations.  
Methods: The study simulated transport of monoenergetic photons 
between 5 and 150 keV for 1000 projections over 360° through 
anthropomorphic voxelized female chest and head (0° and 30° tilt) phantoms 
and standard head and body CTDI dosimetry cylinders. The simulations 
resulted in tables of normalized dose deposition for several radiosensitive 
organs quantifying the organ dose per emitted photon for each incident 
photon energy and projection angle for coronary angiography and brain 
perfusion acquisitions. The values in a table can be multiplied by an incident 
spectrum and number of photons at each projection angle and then summed 
across all energies and angles to estimate total organ dose. Scanner-specific 
organ dose may be approximated by normalizing the database-estimated 
organ dose by the database-estimated CTDIvol and multiplying by a physical 
CTDIvol measurement. Two examples are provided demonstrating how to use 
the tables to estimate relative organ dose. In the first, the change in breast 
and lung dose during coronary angiography CT scans is calculated for reduced 
kVp, angular tube current modulation, and partial angle scanning protocols 
relative to a reference protocol. In the second example, the change in dose to 
the eye lens is calculated for a brain perfusion CT acquisition in which the 
gantry is tilted 30° relative to a nontilted scan. 
Results: Our database provides tables of normalized dose deposition for 
several radiosensitive organs irradiated during coronary angiography and 
brain perfusion CT scans. Validation results indicate total organ doses 
calculated using our database are within 1% of those calculated using Monte 
Carlo simulations with the same geometry and scan parameters for all organs 
except red bone marrow (within 6%), and within 23% of published estimates 
for different voxelized phantoms. Results from the example of using the 
database to estimate organ dose for coronary angiography CT acquisitions 
show 2.1%, 1.1%, and −32% change in breast dose and 2.1%, −0.74%, and 
4.7% change in lung dose for reduced kVp, tube current modulated, and 
partial angle protocols, respectively, relative to the reference protocol. Results 
show −19.2% difference in dose to eye lens for a tilted scan relative to a 
nontilted scan. The reported relative changes in organ doses are presented 
without quantification of image quality and are for the sole purpose of 
demonstrating the use of the proposed database.  
Conclusions: The proposed database and calculation method enable the 
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estimation of organ dose for coronary angiography and brain perfusion CT 
scans utilizing any spectral shape and angular tube current modulation 
scheme by taking advantage of the precalculated Monte Carlo simulation 
results. The database can be used in conjunction with image quality studies to 
develop optimized acquisition techniques and may be particularly beneficial 
for optimizing dual kVp acquisitions for which numerous kV, mA, and filtration 
combinations may be investigated. 
Key words: CT, dose, coronary angiography, brain perfusion 
I. Introduction 
It has been estimated that in 2006 over 67 million CT scans 
were performed in the United States.1 While these scans can be crucial 
in diagnosing disease, they can impart from ten to several hundred 
times the dose received during a typical chest x-ray or mammographic 
screening, depending on the protocol.2 A retrospective cohort study 
assessing cancer risk from CT scans taken during childhood found that 
when cumulative doses reach 50 mGy, the risk of leukemia almost 
triples, and when cumulative doses reach 60 mGy, the risk of brain 
cancer almost triples, although the cumulative absolute risks are small 
(within 10 years of the first scan for patients under 10 years of age, 
one excess case of leukemia and one excess case of brain cancer per 
10,000 head CT scans is estimated to occur).5 While no similar 
epidemiological study has established specific levels of cancer risk 
associated with CT scans per se for adults, risk projections in general 
for radiation-attributable cancer incidence have been estimated largely 
on the basis of radiation epidemiology studies of atomic bomb 
survivors. The Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR) VII Phase 
2 report on health risks from exposure to low levels of ionizing 
radiation reports that women exposed to radiation at any age suffer a 
higher lifetime attributable risk (LAR) of cancer incidence and mortality 
than men exposed at the same age.3 The risk is higher even when 
breast, ovarian, and uterine cancers are excluded. At least one study 
has suggested that there is a non-negligible LAR of cancer associated 
with CT coronary angiography scans that is considerably greater for 
women than for men.4 Other studies have suggested increased risk of 
cataract formation from exposure to low levels of ionizing radiation,6–9 
and the ICRP has recently issued a statement lowering the threshold of 
absorbed dose in the eye lens to 0.5 Gy.10 Such studies, coupled with 
the growing public safety concern over recent incidents involving 
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radiation overdoses during brain perfusion scans,11 have further 
motivated researchers to investigate and optimize new and existing 
methods of reducing dose to radiosensitive organs irradiated during 
these scans. 
Several groups have evaluated methods of reducing dose to 
radiosensitive organs such as the breast, including reduced kVp and 
tube-current modulated scans.12–16 In addition to developing new 
protocols for dose reduction, studies are also required to optimize 
dual-kVp protocols, which involve two kVp settings, novel filtration 
materials, tube current modulation, and angular kVp switching 
methods. Many of these studies rely on organ dose estimates obtained 
from experimental measurements or Monte Carlo simulations. Because 
each proposed scan protocol may include unique scan parameters 
(kVp, mAs, etc.), a separate measurement or Monte Carlo simulation 
is required for each dose reduction scheme, which can be both costly 
and time consuming. Monte Carlo simulations generally require 
computing resources that may not always be readily available and can 
take an extensive amount of time to complete depending on the scan 
protocol, phantom resolution, and statistical uncertainty required. 
One commonly used dosimetry software tool, ImPACT’s 
CTDosimetry Calculator,17 enables scanner-specific organ dose 
estimation. However, the tool cannot estimate organ dose for scan 
protocols involving angular tube current modulation, partial angular 
scanning, or arbitrary spectra. This study developed a database for 
estimating organ dose for a single-rotation axial coronary angiography 
or brain perfusion CT scan with any spectral shape and angular tube-
current/voltage modulation settings. The proposed database quantifies 
dose to a number of radiosensitive organs as a function of both 
projection angle and incident photon energy so that novel acquisition 
methods can be investigated. The database was created using tens of 
thousands of Monte Carlo simulations requiring high-performance 
computing resources and several weeks of running time. Users of the 
database are able to take advantage of the precalculated data to 
estimate organ dose for both existing and novel acquisition techniques 
without requiring Monte Carlo simulations. The database includes 
tables quantifying CTDIvol in head and body CTDI phantoms in order to 
provide approximate conversion factors to reflect the tube output of 
conventional CT scanners. Overall, the proposed database is intended 
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to facilitate the development of dose reduction methods and optimized 
single and multiple kVp acquisitions, especially for researchers without 
the resources required to perform Monte Carlo simulations. 
Ii. Materials and Methods 
II.A. Monte Carlo software  
Monte Carlo simulations in this study were performed with the 
penImaging software package,18–20 which relies on the previously 
validated PENELOPE Monte Carlo radiation transport routines.21 
II.B. Phantoms  
Five separate phantoms were used in this study: (1) 
anthropomorphic chest, (2) anthropomorphic head, (3) 
anthropomorphic head tilted 30° about the coronal plane, (4) CTDI 
body, and (5) CTDI head. 
II.B.1. Anthropomorphic chest and head phantoms  
This study used the 0.5 mm voxelized anthropomorphic female 
phantom, Ella, from the Virtual Family,22 representing an average-
sized 26-year-old (height: 1.63 m, weight: 58.7 kg). To relax 
computational memory requirements, we cropped the phantom for the 
head and chest simulations. For the chest simulation, the phantom 
was cropped to the thorax, measuring 31 cm × 22 cm in the lateral 
and anteroposterior directions, respectively, and 30 cm in the axial 
direction. For the nontilted head simulation, the phantom was cropped 
to the head, measuring 18 cm × 23 cm in the lateral and 
anteroposterior directions, respectively, and 25 cm in the axial 
direction. For the tilted head simulation, the cropped head phantom 
was tilted 30° about the coronal plane, as if the patient were to tuck 
their chin toward their chest. Topograms of the whole body and 
cropped phantoms are shown in Fig. 1. To assure that the axial lengths 
of the cropped phantoms were sufficient to capture most scattered 
radiation dose, we compared organ doses between the cropped 
phantoms and the full phantom for a single simulated projection. 
Relative to the organ doses calculated when simulating the full 
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phantom, the cropped phantoms capture 94% of the dose for bone 
and muscle, and 99% of the dose for all other organs. 
  
FIG. 1. (a) Topogram of the whole body (noncropped) female phantom; (b) and (c) 
anterioposterior and lateral topograms of the cropped chest phantom; (d) and (e) 
nontilted head phantom; and (f) and (g) the tilted head phantom. The scan field of 
view for each of the cropped phantoms is represented by the space between the white 
horizontal lines and corresponds to a coronary angiography scan for (b) and (c) and a 
brain perfusion scan for (d)–(g). 
The breast was modeled as two separate parts: an internal 
glandular mass and an external 1-cm-thick surrounding layer of 
adipose. Thus, voxels representing the internal glandular mass were 
modeled as 100% glandular tissue, while the surrounding layers of 
voxels were modeled as 100% adipose. As such, “dose to breast” in 
the context of this study refers to dose to the 100% glandular 
material. Voxels representing the following organs/tissues were 
modeled according to their respective atomic compositions and 
densities as given by ICRP publication 110:23 fat (adipose), glandular 
tissue, adrenals, blood, cartilage, esophagus, eye lens, stomach, 
heart, kidney, liver, muscle, pancreas, skin, spleen, teeth, thyroid, and 
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soft tissue. Voxels representing the following organs/tissues were 
modeled according to their respective atomic compositions and 
densities as given by Woodard and White:24 lung (blood filled, 50% 
inflated, 50% deflated, density: 0.655 g/cm3), cerebrospinal fluid, 
connective tissue. The brain was divided into three organs with slightly 
different atomic compositions and densities: “brain (gray matter)” 
including gray matter, the hippocampus and the thalamus were 
modeled as gray matter according to the composition given by 
Woodard and White;24 “brain (white matter)” including white matter, 
the commissura anterior, and the commissura posterior were modeled 
as white matter according to the composition given by Woodard and 
White;24 and “brain (mean gray/white matter)” including the 
cerebellum, medulla, midbrain, and pons were modeled as a 50/50 
mixture of gray and white matter as defined in ICRP publication 110.23 
The diaphragm, larynx, and tongue were modeled as muscle. All 
skeletal voxels were modeled as homogenous bone (density: 1.4 
g/cm3) as given by Cristy and Eckerman.25 This study quantified dose 
only in the organs listed in Table I. Most of these organs were fully 
included in the cropped phantoms except those listed in Table II, 
which lists the ratio of the organ mass in the cropped phantoms to the 
organ mass in the full phantom. 
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II.B.2. CTDI body and head phantoms  
A 32-cm-diameter virtual CTDI body phantom26 was created 
using simple cylindrical and planar mathematical quadrics. The five 
holes in which the ion chambers are placed were 100 mm long and 
12.4 mm in diameter and located at the phantom center and at the 12 
o'clock, 3 o'clock, 6 o'clock, and 9 o'clock positions, 1 cm interior from 
the surface of the phantom. The phantom was made of PMMA material 
(density: 1.19 g/cm3). Each of the five ion chamber holes was also 
modeled as PMMA material (i.e., as if PMMA filled the holes). Dose-to-
PMMA was converted to dose-to-air in order to calculate CTDIvol, 
which is explained in Sec. II.E.2. A virtual CTDI head phantom26 
measuring 16 cm in diameter was similarly created. Both CTDI 
phantoms were 15 cm in height. 
II.C. Simulation geometry  
The source-to-detector distance for each simulation was 100 
cm, with a source-to-isocenter distance of 50 cm. We modeled a 
single-rotation stationary cone-beam system with no table translation 
and a beam width at isocenter of 8 cm, which was chosen to represent 
the volume scanning capabilities of 320 detector row CT scanners 
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during brain perfusion and coronary angiography scans.27,28 We 
modeled a point source with a fan angle of 53.13°, which was wide 
enough to cover the entire width of each phantom. 
II.D. Energy deposition simulations  
The transport of monoenergetic photons through each of the 
five phantoms was simulated between 5 and 150 keV in 1 keV 
increments for 1000 projections in 0.36° increments. Monoenergetic 
simulations were performed for two reasons: (1) so that results may 
be used to investigate the effects of specific incident photon energy 
levels on organ dose, and (2) so that organ dose may be calculated for 
any polyenergetic spectral shape, as will be explained in detail in Sec. 
II F. For each photon energy at each projection angle, 107 photons 
emitted from the source within the collimated beam (henceforth 
referred to simply as “emitted photons”) were tracked through the 
anthropomorphic and CTDI phantoms, and the energy deposited in 
each organ or material of interest for each phantom was tallied. A 
bowtie filter corresponding to that used for head protocols of a Toshiba 
Aquilion 64 scanner,29 and a bowtie filter corresponding to that used 
for body protocols of a Siemens AS+ scanner30 were modeled by 
calculating the fan-angle dependent transmission spectra at each 
incident photon energy for the same materials and thicknesses 
representative of the physical bowtie attenuation characteristics 
described in Abboud et al.29 and McKenney et al.30 These head and 
body bowtie spectra were then used for the radiation-transport 
simulations respective of the head and chest phantoms of this study 
(Sec. II B). 
II.E. Organ dose tables  
A table of normalized dose deposition, QO(θ, E), quantifying the 
dose to organ, O, per emitted photon (mGy/emitted photon) for each 
incident photon energy, E, and projection angle, θ, was generated for 
the organs of the phantoms listed in Table I. Figure 1 shows the scan 
field of view (FOV) for the simulations of the anthropomorphic chest 
and head phantoms. Sections II.E.1–II.E.3 describe how the tables 
were generated. 
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II.E.1. Nonskeletal dosimetry  
For each organ of interest except the bone and red bone marrow 
(explained separately in Sec. II.E.2), the energy deposited (reported in 
eV per emitted photon), was converted to dose by converting eV to 
Joules and dividing by the mass of the organ in the respective cropped 
phantom. These calculations resulted in tables of normalized dose 
deposition, QO(θ, E), quantifying the dose to organ, O, per emitted 
photon (mGy/emitted photon) for each incident photon energy, E, and 
projection angle, θ. 
II.E.2. Skeletal dosimetry  
Due to the difficulty in accurately modeling the anatomical 
microstructure of trabecular spongiosa, doses to the radiosensitive red 
marrow cells and bone surface cells contained within the skeletal 
tissue are often approximated using one of several widely accepted 
techniques.31 We approximated dose to bone as dose to the 
homogenous bone material described in Sec. II.B.1, using the same 
method of converting from energy deposited to dose as described in 
Sec. II.E.1, and using the mass of bone in the respective cropped 
phantoms. These calculations resulted in a table of normalized dose 
deposition for homogenous bone, QHB(θ, E). 
We used Eq. (1), originally proposed by Rosenstein32 and 
employed by Turner et al.,33 to estimate the dose to red bone marrow 
from the dose to homogenous bone:  
 
where DRBM and DHB are the doses to red bone marrow and 
homogenous bone, respectively, and (μen/ρ)RBM and (μen/ρ)HB are the 
mass energy absorption coefficients of red bone marrow and 
homogenous bone. We created the table of normalized dose deposition 
for red bone marrow by using Eq. (1) and the table of normalized dose 
deposition for homogenous bone. To calculate the table of normalized 
dose deposition for homogenous bone for each phantom, we divided 
the energy deposited by the mass of the homogenous bone in the 
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cropped phantoms. The mass energy absorption coefficients of both 
materials were calculated using Eq. (2):  
 
where wi is the percent composition by mass and (μen/ρ)i is the mass 
energy absorption coefficient of the ith element comprising the 
material. Elemental percent compositions for red bone marrow were 
taken from Woodard and White,24 while those for homogenous bone 
were taken from Cristy and Eckerman.25 Elemental mass energy 
absorption coefficients were obtained from tables published by Hubbell 
and Seltzer.34 
II.E.3. CTDIvol tables  
We also created tables quantifying the CTDIvol in mGy per 
emitted photon for both the head and body CTDI phantoms. First, the 
CTDI100 at each incident photon energy for both the center and 
peripheral chambers of the CTDI phantoms were obtained using Eq. 
(3):  
 
where CTDIx, 100 is the CTDI100 at the center (CTDIc, 100) or periphery 
(CTDIp, 100) chamber of the CTDI phantom, Ex is the total energy 
deposited in the center or peripheral chamber (eV/emitted photon), e 
is the electron charge constant (conversion factor from eV to Joules), L 
is the active length of the chamber (10 cm), N is the number of slices, 
T is the tomographic section thickness [N · T is the nominal beam 
width (8 cm)], m is the mass of PMMA in the chamber, the factor of 
1000 is used to convert from Gy to mGy, and (μen/ρ)AIR and (μen/ρ)PMMA 
are the mass energy absorption coefficients for air and PMMA, 
respectively. Multiplying by the ratio of the mass energy absorption 
coefficients converts dose-to-PMMA to dose-to-air. The method of 
modeling the ion chambers as PMMA and converting to dose-to-air has 
been previously validated.35 Mass energy absorption coefficient values 
for air and PMMA were obtained from Hubbell and Seltzer.34 
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CTDIw was then calculated using Eq. (4):36  
 
Because CTDIvol is equal to CTDIw divided by the pitch, and since we 
used a pitch of one, our CTDIvol is equivalent to CTDIw. 
II.F. Using the database to estimate dose  
The total dose to an organ, DO, for a scan can be calculated 
using Eq. (5):  
 
where N0(θ) is the number of emitted photons at projection angle, θ; 
Φ(θ, E) is the fraction of photons incident at projection angle, θ, with 
energy, E (i.e., the spectral distribution at projection angle, θ); and 
QO(θ, E) is the table of normalized dose deposition (i.e., dose to organ, 
O, per emitted photon at angle, θ, and energy, E, as described in Sec. 
II.E.1). As seen in Eq. (5), the total organ dose is a linear combination 
of the values in the table of normalized dose deposition for that organ 
with the weights dependent on the spectrum and number of emitted 
photons at each projection angle. 
The table of normalized dose deposition, QO(θ, E), for each 
organ is the output of the presented Monte Carlo simulations for the 
specific CT geometry we have described, while N0(θ) and Φ(θ, E) are 
user-modifiable parameters. Together, N0(θ) and Φ(θ, E) represent an 
input x-ray spectrum. Modifying these two parameters allows for 
calculating total organ dose for various acquisition methods, filtration 
schemes, and scan parameters. For example, tube voltage settings 
and spectra filtration can be changed by properly modifying Φ(θ, E). 
While our method does not allow a user to directly specify an mAs 
value when calculating organ dose, a relative change in mAs by a 
certain factor between protocols is represented by the same relative 
change in N0(θ) in Eq. (5), since the number of incident photons is 
proportional to the tube-current time-product. In this manner, N0(θ) 
can be modified across rotation angle, θ, to model angular tube 
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current modulation. As described in Sec. II H, the database includes 
information about the phantoms' attenuation as a function of angle 
and energy to facilitate calculation of tube current modulation settings, 
as will be performed in Sec. II I. In addition, setting N0(θ) to zero at 
desired angles represents partial-angle scanning. Angularly interlaced 
dual-kVp protocols can be modeled by changing N0(θ) and Φ(θ, E) at 
alternating angles. 
While Eq. (5) gives an organ dose in units of mGy, this estimate 
depends on the selected N0(θ) and is not indicative of organ dose from 
a specific scanner. Thus, Eq. (5) can be used to compare the change in 
organ doses between protocols, which depends on the change in N0(θ) 
across protocols rather than the specific value of N0(θ). Sections II I 
and II J demonstrate examples of using the database for studying 
changes in dose between protocols. 
If the mAs-to-photon-fluence conversion factor for a specific 
scanner is known or measured, a realistic N0(θ) could be determined 
and used with the database to obtain a dose estimate that reflects 
typical tube output. For example, the IPEM Report 78 software 
provides an estimate of these conversion factors.37 Another approach 
for obtaining dose estimates for a specific scanner's output is to 
calculate a scaling factor using CTDIvol normalization, as described in 
Eq. (6):  
 
where Ddatabase and CTDIvol, database are the organ dose and CTDIvol, 
respectively, calculated using the dose tables. CTDIvol, scanner is the 
CTDIvol measured on the scanner of interest using the same spectrum, 
Φ(θ, E), as that used from the dose table estimations. This scaling 
factor adjusts for differences in scanner output and has been 
previously validated by Turner et al. for fully irradiated organs in 
abdominal scans with constant tube current.33,38 Our database, 
however, presents organ dose data for coronary angiography and 
brain perfusion scans and for partially irradiated organs, therefore the 
conversion presented in Eq. (6) is expected to provide an approximate 
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estimate of scanner-specific organ dose. A preliminary validation of the 
organ dose estimates normalized by CTDIvol is presented in Sec. II G. 
As explained in Secs. II.E.1 and II.E.2, we estimated the organ 
dose in the dose deposition tables by dividing energy deposited in an 
organ by the mass of the organ in the cropped phantom. For those 
organs that are not completely included in the cropped phantoms (see 
Table II), this method of evaluation can lead to an overestimate of the 
whole-organ dose. If whole-organ dose is desired, then the organ dose 
estimate obtained using Eq. (5) should be adjusted using the fractional 
mass values of Table II. 
II.G. Validation  
PENELOPE's Monte Carlo routines have been previously 
validated.21 To validate that the linear combination of database values 
[Eq. (5)] does not introduce additional biases, we compared organ 
doses estimated by the database to those estimated by Monte Carlo 
simulations of the cropped head and chest phantoms, each consisting 
of 1000 views, 109 emitted photons per view, and a 120 kVp 
polyenergetic spectrum generated using the IPEM Report 78 software37 
(tungsten target, 12° anode angle, 0% voltage ripple, and 6 mm 
aluminum filtration). The scan geometry was identical to that used to 
generate the tables of normalized dose deposition, QO(θ, E), described 
in Sec. II C. The total dose to each organ output from these 
simulations was compared to that calculated using Eq. (5) assuming 
the 120 kVp spectrum and 109 emitted photons per view. 
A study was also performed to validate the organ dose 
estimates normalized by the CTDIvol estimates, which can be used to 
adjust the database dose estimates to reflect realistic scanner output 
[Eq. (6)]. In this study, the breast and lung doses per CTDIvol 
estimated by the database were compared to those reported by Turner 
et al. from Monte Carlo simulations of a different voxelized phantom. 
The Turner study found that organ dose per CTDIvol is generally 
scanner independent.33 However, the entire breast and lung were 
irradiated in the Turner study, while only a portion of the breast and 
lung were irradiated in our system geometry. Therefore, the organ 
dose per CTDIvol estimated from the database was scaled by the 
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fraction of irradiated organ volume (57.7% for breast, 49.7% for lung) 
prior to comparison to Turner's values. 
II.H. Obtaining patient attenuation data  
Analytical ray-tracing was performed to determine the 
attenuation at each incident photon energy and projection angle for 
the anthropomorphic head, tilted head, and chest phantoms. The 
attenuation was defined as the inverse of the transmission (i.e., A = 
eμ·L) averaged over the central 100 pixels (2.5 cm) of the detector. The 
attenuation data can be used in modeling attenuation-based tube-
current modulation schemes, as will be demonstrated in Sec. II I. 
II.I. Example 1: Using the dose database to investigate change 
in dose to breast  
In this section, we demonstrate how to use the dose database 
to calculate the change in dose to the breast for three protocols 
commonly used to reduce breast dose—reduced kVp, partial scanning, 
and angular tube current modulation. Because acquisition techniques 
designed to reduce breast dose may increase lung dose, we also 
estimate the subsequent change in dose to the lung for each protocol. 
Changes in organ dose are reported relative to a 120 kVp reference 
protocol. 
II.I.1. Reference 120 kVp protocol  
The total dose to the breast for the reference protocol was 
calculated using Eq. (5) and Qbreast(θ, E). Φ(θ, E) was set equal to a 
normalized 120 kVp spectrum for all θ. Since we are interested only in 
change in dose, the absolute number of emitted photons used in Eq. 
(5) is irrelevant. Therefore, we set the number of emitted photons per 
view, N0(θ), equal to one for all θ (Fig. 2). Similarly, we used Eq. (5) 
with Qlung(θ, E) to calculate total dose to the lung. 
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FIG. 2. N0(θ) for the protocols listed in Sec. II I. The area under the curve [i.e., 
N0(θ) summed across all angles] is equal for the 120 kVp, tube-current modulation, 
and partial scan protocols, while the 80 kVp protocol has 1.3 times the number of 
emitted photons from the source. 
II.I.2. Reduced kVp protocol  
The total dose to the breast for the 80 kVp protocol was 
calculated using Eq. (5) and Qbreast(θ, E). Φ(θ, E) was set equal to a 
normalized 80 kVp spectrum for all θ. We had previously determined 
that to obtain a noise variance similar to that of the 120 kVp protocol, 
the number of emitted photons at each angle of the 80 kVp protocol 
should be increased by a factor of 1.3 relative to the 120 kVp 
protocol.39 Thus we set N0(θ) equal to 1.3 for all θ (Fig. 2). Similarly, 
we used Eq. (5) with Qlung(θ, E) to calculate total dose to the lung. 
II.I.3. Tube current modulation protocol  
The total dose to the breast for this protocol was calculated 
using Eq. (5) and Qbreast(θ, E). Φ(θ, E) was set equal to a normalized 
120 kVp spectrum for all θ. Using the patient attenuation data, an 
optimal attenuation-based tube-current modulation scheme was 
modeled in which the number of emitted photons at each angle, N0(θ), 
was proportional to the square root of the attenuation at that angle, 
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 40 while the total number of emitted photons for the scan 
remained the same as in the reference protocol (Fig. 2). Similarly, we 
used Eq. (5) with Qlung(θ, E) to calculate total dose to the lung. 
II.I.4. Partial angle protocol  
The total dose to the breast for this protocol was calculated using Eq. 
(5) and Qbreast(θ, E). Φ(θ, E) was set equal to a normalized 120 kVp 
spectrum for all θ. We set N0(θ) equal to zero during the 360 
projections (130°) centered about AP and to 1.56 during the remaining 
640 projections (230°). These factors were chosen to represent the x-
ray tube giving no output during the AP views and increased output 
during the PA views such that the total number of emitted photons for 
the entire 360° scan remained the same as in the reference protocol 
(Fig. 2). Similarly, we used Eq. (5) with Qlung(θ, E) to calculate total 
dose to the lung. 
II.J. Example 2: Using the dose database to investigate change 
in dose to eye lens  
In this section, we demonstrate how to use the dose database 
to calculate the change in dose to the eye lens for a tilted head scan 
relative to a nontilted scan. 
II.J.1. Reference (non-tilted) protocol  
The total dose for the reference protocol was calculated using 
Eq. (5) and Qeye(θ, E) for nontilted head phantom. We set Φ(θ, E) 
equal to a normalized 80 kVp spectrum for all θ, and we set the 
number of emitted photons per view, N0(θ), equal to one for all θ. 
II.J.2. Tilted protocol  
The same method used for the nontilted protocol was used to 
calculate the total dose except that in Eq. (5) we used the table of 
normalized dose deposition, Qeye(θ, E), for the tilted head phantom. 
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III.A. Dose tables  
Our simulations resulted in a table of normalized dose 
deposition, QO(θ, E), for each of the organs (or CTDIvol) of the 
phantoms listed in Table I, quantifying the dose per emitted photon 
(mGy/emitted photon) for each incident photon energy, E, and 
projection angle, θ. Head29 and body30 bowtie filters were modeled for 
the simulations. Examples of tables of normalized dose deposition for 
the breast, lung, eye lens, and brain (gray matter) are shown in Fig. 3. 
Viewing the tables graphically may provide insight for designing new 
protocols, since the projection angles and energies that deposit the 
most dose can be visualized. The uncertainty of the normalized dose 
deposition values varied across photon energy, projection angle, and 
organ. For example, the uncertainty in breast dose for the PA 
projection was 2.92% at 20 keV and 0.16% at 120 keV. When 
calculating the organ dose using Eq. (5), the individual statistical 
uncertainties at each incident photon energy and projection angle 
propagate such that the total statistical uncertainty for a calculated 
total organ dose or CTDIvol for a given spectrum and number of 
emitted photons is on the order of 0.0005%. 
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FIG. 3. Table of normalized dose deposition QO(θ, E) for (a) breast, (b) lung, (c) 
eye lens, and (d) brain (gray matter), quantifying organ dose per emitted photon 
(mGy/emitted photon) at each incident photon energy, E and projection angle, θ. Note 
that 0° and 180° correspond to AP and PA projections, respectively, and 90° and 270° 
correspond to left lateral and right lateral incidence, respectively. 
The tables of normalized dose deposition are saved as ASCII 
formatted files51 and as supplementary material.52 In addition, the 
patient attenuation data for the head, tilted head, and chest phantoms 
are also made available for use in designing attenuation-based tube 
current modulation schemes. 
III.B. Validation  
The percent differences between total organ doses obtained 
from the 120 kVp polyenergetic Monte Carlo simulations and those 
calculated using Eq. (5) varied between −0.91% and 0.15% for all 
organs except the red bone marrow, which yielded a percent 
difference of 6.1% for coronary angiography simulation and 4.3% for 
the brain perfusion simulation. These results demonstrate that the 
database yields dose estimates comparable to those calculated using 
conventional Monte Carlo simulations. The larger percent differences in 
the red bone marrow estimates may be due to the errors involved in 
estimating the mass energy absorption coefficient for an energy 
spectrum (as is done in the case of the Monte Carlo simulation) as 
opposed to using the monoenergetic coefficient values (as is done 
when using the dose tables). The smaller percent differences for the 
other organs are expected due to the statistical variation inherent in 
results obtained via Monte Carlo simulations. The lung and breast 
organ doses per CTDIvol estimated from the database were 1.24 and 
1.59, respectively (after scaling by the fraction of irradiated organ 
mass), compared to 1.59 and 1.77 as estimated by Turner et al.33 The 
differences in dose per CTDIvol (−22% for breast and −10% for lung) 
are reasonable considering the anatomical differences between the 
phantoms used in the two studies. 
III.C. Example of estimating change in dose to breast  
There was a 2.1%, 1.1%, and −32% difference in dose to the 
breast and a 2.1%, 0.6%, and 4.7% difference in dose to the lung for 
the reduced kVp, tube current modulated, and partial angle scan 
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protocols, respectively, relative to the 120 kVp reference protocol, 
where a negative percentage indicates a decrease in dose (Table III). 
 
 
III.D. Example of estimating change in dose to eye lens  
There was a −19.2% difference in dose to the eye lens for tilted 
head scan relative to the nontilted reference protocol, where the 
negative percentage indicates a decrease in dose. 
IV. Discussion 
The presented database allows investigation of numerous dose 
reduction techniques with various scan parameters and protocols (e.g., 
x-ray spectrum, filtration, and tube-current modulation) for a specific 
scan geometry and voxelized phantom model without Monte Carlo 
simulations. Compared to available organ dose estimators,17 our 
database can model novel coronary angiography and brain perfusion 
acquisition techniques for the scan geometry presented, thus 
facilitating the development and optimization of new acquisition 
protocols. For example, a variety of dual-kVp techniques can be 
modeled by changing N0(θ) and Φ(θ, E). The database may enable 
researchers with limited access to high-performance computing 
resources to develop novel acquisition methods. The presented 
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method of calculating tables of normalized dose deposition could also 
be applied to other CT applications. For example, several studies 
evaluated the impact of spectral shape on dose and image quality in 
breast CT.41,42 Future work could develop dose deposition databases 
for phantoms and geometries specific to breast CT to enable efficient 
optimization of acquisition techniques. 
The estimated organ dose results presented in this paper reflect 
changes in dose without quantifying image quality. The purpose of our 
examples is not to make claims with respect to dose reduction for any 
of the studied protocols, but to illustrate how our method can be used 
to estimate changes in organ dose between protocols. To determine 
the optimal protocol from our examples, the reported changes in dose 
would need to be evaluated alongside a corresponding image quality 
study. 
IV.A. Limitations and future work  
Because the data we have collected for each phantom are 
specific to the simulated geometries, dose estimates for helical 
trajectories, longitudinal tube-current modulation schemes, and FOVs 
other than those shown in Fig. 1 cannot be obtained directly with our 
database. One strength of other dose databases, including those used 
by ImPACT's CTDosimetry Calculator,43,44 is that organ dose 
coefficients are given for each of several 5 or 10 mm thick cross-
sectional slabs that together constitute a large portion of the phantom 
(e.g., thigh to head). With the data organized in this fashion, one can 
obtain the total organ dose for a particular FOV by summing all of the 
organ coefficients for the slabs included in that FOV. The database 
presented in this paper enables organ dose estimation for coronary 
angiography and brain perfusion scans, in particular, as these 
applications are of recent concern with regard to dose.3,4,6,7,11 Future 
studies will aim to extend our database to include tables of normalized 
dose deposition for a number of thin cross-sectional slabs that 
together comprise the entire length of the phantom, in which case it 
would be possible to estimate total organ dose to all organs of the 
body for arbitrary FOVs and trajectory types as well as longitudinal 
tube-current modulation schemes. 
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Several studies have shown that absorbed organ dose tends to 
increase with decreasing patient size.13,38,45,46 Our database presents 
organ dose deposition tables for one average-sized female phantom. 
Thus, results for relative dose reduction between protocols obtained 
using our database are limited to a patient of similar size. Future 
studies could expand the database to include smaller and larger 
patients, as well as pediatric and adult male phantoms, so that the 
effects of patient size, age, and gender on organ dose reduction for 
novel protocols may be investigated. Alternatively, coefficients for 
scaling organ dose estimates based on patient size have been 
investigated.38 These scaling factors could be combined with a full-
phantom database to enable more patient-size specific dose estimates 
from a single-phantom database. 
The CTDIvol normalization and multiplication method proposed in 
Sec. II F provides an approximate conversion to scanner-specific dose 
estimates. At present, however, the method has not been fully 
validated for partially irradiated organs or a wide range of exam 
protocols.33,38 This does not limit the databases ability to quantify 
relative organ dose differences between protocols. 
Despite these limitations, the proposed database and method of 
estimating organ dose [Eq. (5)] can be used in conjunction with image 
quality studies to determine which dose reduction protocols provide 
the best ratio of image quality to dose. Since the database provides 
quantification and visualization of dose deposition across energy and 
projection angle, it may aid in determining optimal spectra and tube 
current modulation parameters. The database may be useful in 
understanding the dose implications of novel spectral, partial scanning, 
and few-view techniques, and may be particularly beneficial for 
developing dual kVp techniques,47–50 for which the kV, filtration, and 
mA must be optimized for both the low and high energy acquisitions 
with respect to image quality and dose. This optimization may require 
numerous combinations of scan parameters, which can be easily 
modeled with the proposed database by modifying the spectra, Φ(θ, 
E), and number of emitted photons, N0(θ), in Eq. (5). 
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The proposed database and calculation method enable the 
estimation of organ dose for coronary angiography and brain perfusion 
CT scans utilizing any spectral shape and angular tube current 
modulation scheme without requiring Monte Carlo simulations. Overall, 
the proposed database facilitates development of novel, optimized 
acquisition techniques for single and multiple kVp coronary 
angiography and brain perfusion CT scans. 
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